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SYNOPSIS: ONE NIGHT
Thompson may be only seventeen but he knows he’s just checked into Heartbreak Hotel for good,
now that his girlfriend, Caroline, has put an end to their burning love. Since then he’s been
sleepwalking through his summer job at Super Kmart while desperately dreaming of ways to win her
back. He even drops by the Tiki House on Elvis Presley Night hoping that she, a diehard fan of the
“King of Rock ‘n’ Roll,” will be there as well. That’s when he meets Johnny Lee Young—real estate
agent by day, Hawaii’s Favorite Elvis Impersonator by night—and the lovesick teen’s world suddenly
takes a wild and unexpected turn.
As luck would have it, Johnny needs a temporary assistant to help with equipment and social media
and Thompson eagerly accepts the offer, hoping it will distract him from his painful and lingering
romantic issues. But like Thompson, Johnny is nursing a secret heartbreak and pining for his own lost
love. So the new roadie starts making plans—with a little help from his friends Ronnie and Greta—
to accompany the counterfeit King on an odyssey of a lifetime that will take them far from their
island paradise home in search of true love.

SYNOPSIS: ONE LOVE
Long-distance relationships are tough. Thompson should know.
He’s going to college in Hawaii, but his girlfriend’s in Italy. To keep busy he gets a job at Hawaii
Western University’s newspaper where he meets a cast of characters including Kenny, the
paper’s outspoken editor; Tony, a young father; and Charlotte, a copy editor who shares his love
of Elvis’s music.

Things get complicated when his friendship with Charlotte starts to feel like something more.
Which girl will Thompson choose? And will she choose him?
Will he discover that, despite what he believes, a person can have more than One Love?

One Love, the companion novel to One Night (2016), is a contemporary YA novel about college,
first love, and friendship.

PRAISE FOR DEANNA’S NOVELS
• “One Night breaks away from the normal coming-of-age saga with an intense story of growth
and self-discovery that’s very highly recommended for mature teens and new adults alike.” –D.
Donovan, Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book Review
• "Set in front of an idyllic Hawaiian backdrop, One Night is a thoroughly entertaining read." –
Whispering Stories
• "Worth reading a million times. And it does not fall into every young adult trope known to
man." –Evil Queen and the Flying Monkey Reads
• “There’s no sophomore slump to be found here! Charming, pitch perfect, and laugh-out-loudfunny, One Love is a fantastic follow up, and – dare I say – even better than One Night.” – Lauren’s
Crammed Bookshelf

SAMPLE AUTHOR Q&A
• Where did you get the idea for One Night?
– Answer: I was walking to the train station one night after work when the character of Thompson
popped into my head. I wish all ideas came to me that way!

• Why did you set the book in Honolulu?
– Answer: Hawaii is my favorite place to travel to. I love Honolulu.

• Who are your favorite authors?
– Answer: John Green, Phyllis Reynolds Naylor, Tommy Wallach, Lois Lowry, David Baldacci, Lisa
Scottoline

• How long have you been writing?
– Answer: I wrote my first story when I was five about a family of sea turtles. Haven’t stopped since.
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